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Notes to tables

Life and non-life insurers – tables on pages S–40 and S–42 
The income statement statistics of life and non-life insurers, as published on pages S–40 and 
S–42 respectively in this edition of the Quarterly Bulletin (QB), have been revised from the first 
quarter of 2021. The following changes have been implemented:

-  In the life insurers table (KB238) on page S–40, both life business premiums and surrenders 
now exclude insurance and investment product switches.

-  In both the life insurers table (KB238) on page S–40 and the non-life insurers table (KB241) 
on page S–42, the net capital profit or loss on investments, assets and other income now 
excludes the net change in reserves for claims and benefits.

Current and capital account: selected ratios by 
institutional sector – experimental table on page E–4
The experimental integrated economic accounts (IEA) statistical estimates are extended in 
this edition of the QB with the addition of institutional sector ratios for selected current and 
capital account balancing items in table KB912. The table provides, in a time series format, the 
ratios of each institutional sector as a percentage of the total economy for gross value added 
(GVA), gross operating surplus (GOS), gross disposable income, gross saving and gross capital 
formation. The table also includes the net lending/borrowing of the institutional sectors as a ratio 
of nominal gross domestic product (GDP). 

Composition of institutional sector wealth – experimental 
table on page E–12
The experimental IEA statistical estimates are extended in this edition of the QB with the addition 
of the institutional sector composition of wealth in table KB913. The table includes both the net 
financial wealth1 and the net wealth2 balances, as derived from the financial and non-financial 
balance sheets, as well as ratios of all the institutional sector wealth aggregates to nominal GDP.  

1 Net financial wealth 
is the value of the total 
financial assets owned 
by an institutional 
sector minus the value 
of its total liabilities.

2 Net wealth is the 
value of all the financial 
and non-financial assets 
owned by an institutional 
sector minus the value of 
all its outstanding liabilities.
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